Ordering a Custom-made PVC Projection Screen

Please specify the following when ordering:

- The type and color of screen required (Cream-110, High Contrast Grey-120, Black-130, Blue-140, or Translucent-150, Front White-160, Front White Perforated-170, Front White Micro Perforated-180, Black Front-190).
- The height and width of screen to its outside dimension (to calculate square footage on an irregularly shaped screen, draw a box around the shape and determine the square footage of the box).
- Bolt width of goods (55" or 86" goods).
- Type of finish required:
  -- Top - typically grommets on 12" centers.
  -- Bottom - typically a 4" pipe pocket.
  -- Sides - typically 2" fold over and seamed.
- Delivery Date.

For a quote or more information, contact us at 1-800-223-1624, or customerservice@rosebrand.com.